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Ensure continuity of
education by making
your existing PC
labs accessible to
students off-campus.

COVID-19 is impacting
universities and
colleges across the
globe. Maintaing your
educational offerings is

becoming increasingly
difficult as campuses
close. Enable ‘online
learning’ by giving
students access to

their specialist lab PC
software off-campus
and at home, so you
can ensure continuity
of education.

Make your existing lab PCs
remotely accessible off-campus.

Make your lab software
available off-campus

Rapid deployment, in as little
as 48 hours

We’ll handle the installation
and set-up remotely

Students usually need to go to specialist

With campus closures imminent, it’s important

We’ll take care of installation from our side

campus labs to get the software they need.

to deliver apps off campus quickly. We’ll

remotely, without needing to come and visit

Give them access to lab PCs off-campus so

convert your existing campus PC labs so

you on campus. We’ll give you all the help

they can continue to get their work done.

students can access them wherever they are.

and advice you need along the way, too.

Use any personal device to access
lab PCs, anywhere, anytime

Our solution makes your existing
lab devices accessible remotely

Students/staff can get existing
lab software apps off-campus

Contact us

Convert your unused campus lab
PCs into remote desktops.

We’ve put together a solution to help students and staff remotely
access unused, on-campus lab computers and installed software.
We help you turn your existing campus lab PCs into remote desktops
in around 48 hours, and give end-users access to the apps they
need to learn and teach.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s likely that your students
and staff will be working at home full-time. Most universities and
colleges will have lots of unused labs on-campus and hundreds

(or thousands) of PCs not being used.

We’ll use our remote desktop solution to help you turn each
of your campus PCs into remotely accessible machines,
available to students and staff off-campus.

Think of it like a temporary VDI solution, while nobody is
on campus. Your powerful lab machines and licensed
software apps are there ready to be used, so make the
most of them by providing secure, off-campus access

